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As a long-time principal of an independent school, I see the health and safety of our children as a
non-negotiable responsibility. As technology contributes to ever-changing environmental influences,
it's often a challenge to stay informed to the degree required to protect ourselves, and particularly
our vulnerable children. I was therefore very appreciative of the information provided by "Citizens
for Safe Technology".
Although there is far from universal agreement as to the dangers of wireless technology, and there
are many with vested interests in its continued use, evidence of its harmful effects is extensive and
widespread. The default position must therefore be on the side of safety. One wouldn't consider
using a chemical substance without knowing for absolute certainty that it could cause no harm, even
if many people considered it safe and it had many benefits. By the same token, the benefits of
wireless technology cannot be responsibly utilized when there is any evidence of harm, let alone the
overwhelming information we now have of potential damage.
Changes in complex systems, such as the public school system, can be dangerously slow. I'm grateful
that I had the autonomy to make the right decision for our students. On educating myself through
the information provided me, I immediately removed all wireless technology from our school and
banned the use of cell phones within our building. It was not a major change to hard-wire all
computers. In our older classes, every child has a laptop, which connects to the internet through one
of several hard-wired internet collections. We have advanced technology without any of the dangers
of wireless radio waves.
I am happy to discuss this decision with anyone who may be interested.
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